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Abstract

Giambattista Vico’s philosophy offers very interesting and stimulating arguments  

now that – in the ‘post-modern’ age – we can critically outline and experience  

the  outcomes (and the  failures)  of  modernity.  Underrated,  and probably  also  

misunderstood,  by  many  of  his  contemporaries  –  for  his  critical  approach  

towards  several  aspects  of  the  evolving  modern  thought  at  the  beginning  of  

Enlightment  –  Vico (1668-1744) developed,  through a ‘solitary’ although not  

isolated  path,  a  diverse  and  original  philosophy,  deeply  related  with  the  

humanistic tradition of classical thought.

Such a view nowadays appears to be for many aspects alternative to the modern  

vision, and, for that reason, rich of interesting suggestions for the contemporary  

reflection, also in the field of legal philosophy. 

SUMMARY: Introduction – 1. Vico’s critique of modernity and the central role 

of nature law as interpretive structure. – 2. Vico’s critique of the individualistic 

(and utilitarian) anthropological model. – 3. ‘Finitum qui tendit ad infinitum’: 

Vico’s  anthropology  and  the  concept  of  ‘limit’.  –  4.  The  critique  of  the 

‘reductionist’ attitude of modern epistemology.  – 5. The critique of the abstract 

idea  of  Nature  Law developed in  the  Nature  Law’s  school  and to  the  state-

centered  vision  of  modern  theories  of  politics. 6.  Vico  and  our  times: 

rediscovering a discarded image.

Introduction. 

In  his  autobiography  (‘Life  of  Giambattista  Vico  written  by  himself’, 

1725), the Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) describes himself 
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as a  ‘stranger  in  his  homeland’1.  Such an image actually  underlines  how the 

difference  between  his  peculiar  perspective  and  the  mainstream  of  his 

contemporaries placed Vico on a distinctive path that never fully ‘fit’ into the 

categories of the modern vision, which had become dominant by that time2. 

Vico’s path was indeed solitary yet never isolated. There is evidence in 

several parts of his work 

that  the  Italian  philosopher  consciously  undertook  a  critical  attitude  towards 

many aspects  of  early Enlightment’s  modern philosophy,  with the  purpose of 

expressing a circumstantial critique3. Such an attitude helped him to develop a 

personal approach in dialogue both with the tradition of classical humanism and 

with some of the main issues of his time4. 

Vico’s  perspective  provides  an  interesting  viewpoint  for  understanding 

some important topics of the modern heritage as seen from the critical point of a 

contemporary. If it is true, in fact, that our ‘post-modern’ age inherited many of 

modernity’s theoretical premises (the name ‘post-modern’ itself keeps a visible 

root  in  the  modern  ground),  studying  someone  who  had  been  critical  of 

modernity right at the time in which this perspective had become dominant in 

western philosophy, offers an interesting viewpoint for reflecting on where we 

come from. Now that we can critically outline and experience the outcomes (and 

the  many  failures)  of  modernity,  a  dialogue  with  Vico  might  show  which 

1             See Vico G. B., Vita, p. 9. In quoting Vico’s works I adopted the bibliographical criteria 
formerly  suggested  by  the  Center  for  Vico  Studies  (University  of  Naples).  See  the 
bibliographical note at the end of this essay. 
2 Such an attitude clearly emerges, for instance, in his work  De Nostri Temporis Studiorum 
Ratione – written in 1709 – dedicated to a comparison between the modern and the ‘ancient’ 
method of studies, where the author explores limits and potentials of both these approaches: see 
Vico G.B., De Rat., passim. The ‘Modern’ approach is characterised by a highly systematic and 
transformative attitude to (the factual, social, political legal..) reality, which stems from a highly 
rationalistic  approach  to  knowledge,  which  tends  to  reduce  the  world  to  the  merely 
phenomenical: a ground for the manipulative attitude of human beings. Such approach informs 
an individualistic anthropological model. I draw these considerations from Zanuso (2000). See, 
for further considerations,  Cavalla (1996);  Cavalla (2011a);  Slob (2004);  Gentile (1993). As 
Cavalla explains, although Modernity is often understood as a historical category, or at least as a 
philosophical attitude which tends to be a dominant perspective between the XVI and the first  
half of XX century, the ‘modern’ approach endorses a philosophical attitude which cannot be 
confined to such historical period. See Cavalla (2011b), pp. 172-173). 
3          See, for instance, Bellofiore (1972); Lilla, (1993); Galeazzi (1993); Voegelin (1998). For 
a critical approach to the debate on Vico’s modern or anti-modern views, see Caporali (1996).
4           See Ambrosetti (1982); Battistini (2004); Reggio (2005). 
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conceptual  choices,  at  the  parting  of  the  way,  brought  us  here5.  Maybe,  by 

confronting ourselves with Vico’s perspective, we may discover that modernity is 

not  the  only  heritage  we  have:  there  might  be  some other  legacies  which  – 

apparently discarded – are just waiting to be planted like seeds into fertile ground 

in order to bring new fruits.

1) Vico’s  critique  of  modernity  and  the  central  role  of  nature  law  as  

interpretive structure. 

The Italian philosopher’s criticism of the modern understanding can be 

summarized in four main themes: (1) the individualistic anthropological concept, 

so  widespread  among  modern  (political-philosophical)  theories;  (2)  the 

‘reductionist’ attitude  of  modern  rationality;  (3)  the  abstract  idea  of  law and 

justice  developed  within  the  Nature  Law’s  school  of  thought;  (4)  the 

(consequent) state-centred vision of modern political theories6. 

While in his first works – De Nostri Temporis Studiorum Ratione, (1709), 

De  Antiquissima  Italorum Sapientia (1710),  Institutiones  Oratoriae (1711)  – 

Vico’s efforts were concentrated in outlining the methodological and theoretical 

bases of his philosophy, it is only after his discovery of Grotius’ De Jure Belli ac  

Pacis, in 1716, that the Italian philosopher started to think about one of the most 

discussed topics of his age: natural law. Such a theme – placed at the frontier 

between  Law and  Philosophy  –  emerges  as  a  central  issue  in  Vico’s  further 

productions:  in 1721,  in fact,  he published the trilogy “Il  Diritto  Universale” 

(Universal Right), which embodies his reflection on the concept of natural law 

and, more specifically, on the philosophical premises around which a natural law 

system can be developed7. 

In that work Vico confronted himself with different theories of natural law, 

adopting  a  critical  attitude  towards  the  modern  approach  –  embodied  by 

philosophers such as Hugo Grotius, Thomas Hobbes, Samuel von Pufendorf – 
5           See, on the ‘heritages’ and ‘failures’ of the Modern perspective, with reference to  
philosophical-epistemological issues: Cavalla (1996); Cavalla (2011a); Habermas (1997); Slob 
(2004);  Vendemiati  (2007);  with  reference  to  legal  or  political  issues,  see  Zanuso  (1993);  
Zanuso (2000); D’Agostino (2000); Moro (2000); Montanari (2004); Palazzani (2011). 
6 These four  aspects  are  all  reciprocally  bound:  in  particular,  the  first  two represent  a  real  
‘parting  of  the  way’  which  help  distinguish  Vico’s  vision  from  the  mainstream  of  his  
contemporaries’, connecting his thought with the heritage of classical humanism. 
7 See Vico G. B., De Uno. 
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attacking  the  epistemic,  methodological,  anthropological  and  metaphysical 

premises that he found at the base of those theories8. For this reason, although 

apparently limited to the reflection on the role and function of natural law, such a 

debate provides quite an articulated critique to some of the modern view’s pillars. 

Studying Vico’s approach to the problem of law permits therefore to reach 

a wider spectrum of reflection, in which law is both the starting and meeting 

point of various and articulated philosophical considerations. As evidence of this, 

the  analysis  of  the  principles  that  had  inspired  his  legal-philosophical  works 

brought Vico to dedicate the rest of his life’s scientific efforts to writing “The 

New Science” (1725, 1730, 1744), in which he explores a wide variety of topics, 

outlining connections and co-implications within the whole sector of what we 

now call ‘human sciences’. 

2) Vico’s critique of the individualistic (and utilitarian) anthropological model. 

By analysing the main arguments of philosophers and jurists within the 

context of the debate on nature law’s theories – most especially in his Universal 

Right (1720) and his New Science’s first edition (1725) – Vico observes how they 

all tend to assume as a (more or less explicit) premise the individualistic nature 

of human beings, from which they argue for an artificial origin of society and 

law. Human beings are in fact conceived as self-sufficient, ‘atomistic’ subjects, 

able to individually: reach stable contents and notions; state goals and means for 

their  actions;  and,  finally,   outline  articulate  projects  for  transforming  reality 

according to those concepts9. 

Such an anthropological  premise – Vico argues – would be first  of  all 

belied by history itself: since we have memory of it, in fact, humanity has been 

living  within  a  societal  frame10.  Therefore,  as  Vico  concludes,  the  idea  of  a 

natural, pre-societal, condition of human beings (which can be found in many 

Nature Law theories, from Grotius to Locke, with a strong accent in Hobbes), 

8 “Vico argued on behalf of the humanistic tradition”. Nevertheless, as F. J. Mootz reminds,  
“Vico’s critic is neither ill-informed nor atavistic”(Mootz,  2009, p. 12). 
9 Annah Arendt provides a very topical image of that anthropological idea by describing it as 
‘homo faber’ (faber, in latin, means ‘smith’, and a smith transforms reality by modifying its 
state and form according to his will). See Arendt (1958).
10 See Vico G.B.,  Sn44, VIII axiom. 
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would be just hypothetical and, most importantly, lacking of factual (historical) 

evidence11. 

What is instead proved by historical data is the natural attitude of mankind 

to live and remain in a society. The evidence of a societal attitude, in fact, is  

provided by history itself and – as Vico frequently underlines – by many features 

of human beings, such as, for instance, language, that the Italian philosopher sees 

as  a  token  of  the  communicational  ‘structure’  which  characterizes  human 

beings12. 

More specifically, Vico’s anthropological model is centred on the idea of a 

natural relationality of human beings, which he strongly connects to the idea of 

natural law13. As the philosopher puts it, in facts, arguing the natural origin of 

society  (since  we’re  structurally  aimed  at  societal  organization)  equals  to 

admitting the presence of a natural law (and vice-versa), since a social structure 

requires  rules,  and  rules  themselves  require  a  social  structure.  With  such  an 

argument, Vico underlines that the ‘originary’ dimension of law is bound to the 

need of granting, fostering and protecting (dominium, libertas, tutela) relations 

among people14. 

The  bi-univocal  connection  between  the  relational  predisposition  of 

human  beings  and  the  regulatory  role  of  law  shows  that  –  contrary  to  the 

Hobbesian view – law should not be (solely) intended as a command given by 

authority, as an act of sovereignty15. The presence of commands and sanctions is 

connected to the need to provide laws with effectiveness, but is neither the one 

and only manifestation of law, nor its ultimate justification: law – according to 

Vico’s perspective – is one of the most important expressions of people’s attitude 

11 Vico faces this issue in depth in the first edition (1725) of his  New Science, especially in 
chapter V. See Sn25, passim. 
12 See Vico G.B., De Uno, chapter XLV. 
13 Such a concept reveals a strong connection with the ‘classical’ heritage of Graeco-Roman 
philosophy (Plato, Aristotle, Cicero) as well as with the Christian tradition (that Vico explicitly 
assumes, under the main influence of Augustine and Suarez). See Bellofiore (1954); Ambrosetti 
(1982); Galeazzi (1993); D’Agostino (2000). 
14 Granting,  fostering  and protecting  human relationality  (or  intersubjectivity)  are  the  three 
‘dimensions’ of right: dominium, libertas and tutela. (A rather old but still precious study of this 
aspect  of Vico’s philosophy can be found in a rather old but still  actual essay by Giuseppe  
Capograssi (see Capograssi, 1925, pp. 437-451). 
15             An interesting comparison between Vico and Hobbes can be found in Zanetti (1996),  
now in Zanetti (2011). 
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to ‘be’ and ‘live’ in a society, and to regulate, protect and cultivate a relationship 

of mutuality within such a framework16. 

Following  this  argumentation,  it  emerges  that  ‘relationship’  and 

‘mutuality’ act both as  principle and  limit of law itself: therefore, laws cannot 

have a fully open and disposable meaning.17 Indeed, they ought to be evaluated in 

light of their capability to protect and foster relations of mutuality and equity 

among people. Without claiming the presence of a ‘code’ of natural principles 

from which we ‘deduce’ a set of rules (such a view would be probably quoted by 

the Italian philosopher as ‘dogmatic’), Vico’s vision of law never allows to fall 

into an absolutistic scheme: authority – he reminds us – “can never be opposed to 

truth. Therefore, those would not be laws, but legal monsters”18. 

According to Vico’s arguments, some of the most important ‘institutions’ 

of  mankind,  such  as  marriage  and  family,  religion  and  worship,  as  well  as 

different forms of institutionalised justice, appear all to express (with some cross-

cultural  commonalities,  although  through  different  and  autonomous  historical 

and geographical contexts), a practiced dimension of relationality19.  Moreover, 

these institutions are granted by norms and, in the meanwhile, are able to produce 

rules  themselves:  the  connection  that  Vico  acknowledges  between  societal 

dimension and regulation  leads  the  Italian  philosopher  to  the  conclusion  that 

legal  institutions  would  not  be  an  ‘artificial’  creation,  but  a  historical 

manifestation  of  an  ‘originary’ tension  that  moves  human  beings  to  social 

16             Such view can be confirmed also by the consideration which Vico dedicated to the  
theme of punishment in his De Uno. See, for a critical analysis, Reggio (2004). 
17 Nevertheless, this does not mean that nature’s law expresses a fully clear and developed set of  
rules  which are  to  be ‘translated’ into  practice:  nature’s  law embodies  principles  (neminem 
laedere, honeste vivere, suum cuique tribuere) whose practical application remains intrinsically 
problematic and therefore requires a constant and common research. 
18 See Vico G.B.,  De Uno, chapter LXXXIII (my translation). The connection that Vico states 
between justice  and truth would require a  broader  reflection on Vico’s  conception of  truth,  
which is far beyond this writing’s purpose: for the moment, let us simply notice that in Vico’s 
view truth is deeply connected with facts,  happenings, and, most of all, with the conceptual 
‘structures’ that they appear to reveal. Authority, therefore, can never be seen as the ultimate 
source of law and justice: authority can produce certainties but these don’t necessarily have the 
characteristic of being true. About the distinction between truth and certainty, see again De Uno,  
ch. LXXXII and LXXXIII. 
19 Vico G. B., Sn44, IV, II. 
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organisations,  and  to  cultivate  an  aspiration  to  relationships  characterised  by 

equity and justice20. 

The latter conclusion does not depend on a naïve vision of mankind, nor 

does it represent some prototype of social evolutionism. Although he strongly 

underlines the historical evolution of natural rights and social institutions as a 

mirror of an evolving rationality, Vico reminds that there is always the possibility 

– at any point of human experience – that dialogue and mutuality be denied in 

favour  of  the  language  of  violence  and  abuse  of  power21.  Such  a  ‘shift  to 

barbarity’ can have different faces: it might assume the form of a loss of rational 

capability  or,  on the  other  hand,  the  development  of  a  (supposed-to-be)  self-

sufficient rationality. In the latter situation, human reason, unable to recognise its 

condition of limitedness, induces to act ‘as though it was in God’s viewpoint’ and 

therefore to behave as having an almighty power on nature as well as on other 

people22. 

This explicit reminder to a religious dimension – the image of original sin 

– is indeed a philosophical consideration: ‘pretending to be God’ embodies the 

loss of sense of limit, and consequently, the loss of perception of that dimension 

of ‘reciprocity’ which binds each human being in sharing a common humanity23. 

The denial of such a commonality, with the result of treating the ‘other’ as an 

‘object’, is more than just a hypothesis, as sadly history seems to confirm. 

Drawing  from  Vico’s  considerations,  it  appears  that  each  person  is 

constantly  challenged  with  an  individual  responsibility,  which  has  a  parallel 

social projection: acting within or without dialogue and mutuality. Such a choice 

20 While  in  his  earlier,  legal-philosophical  writings  (De  Uno,  De  Constantia,  1719-1721, 
published together in the ‘Universal Right’), such a theme emerges mainly from his reflections 
on the problem of nature’s law, Vico confirms this view also when he moves towards a broader 
study of human institutions in his most famous work, The New Science (1725, 1744). One of the 
main themes of this book – which took all of Vico’s efforts from 1723 up to his death, twenty-
one years later – is the attempt of showing how history reveals a constant effort to certify and 
develop the relational structure of human beings.  
21 Eric Voegelin read Vico’s reflections on this point as a critique of the modern ‘hybris of self-
salvation’ as a mirror of a fallaciously optimistic attitude towards the ability of mankind to 
know and produce stable forms of ‘order’. See Voegelin, (1998). 
22 Rises and falls – Vico refers to the remarkable example of the Roman Empire – are there, both  
as historical evidence and future possibility.  Such a reflection clearly appears in the concluding  
chapters of his New Science (1744). See also Galeazzi, (1993). 
23          The original sin can be therefore seen as an image of a dynamics of self-absolutization  
from which violence stems. See, again, Reggio (2004). 
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has both theoretical (recognizing that dimension as a quality inherent to ‘being 

human’) and practical (behaving according to this consciousness) implications: 

so,  in  this  regard,  Vico  shows  the  possibility  of  connecting  knowledge  and 

ethics24. 

Along  this  line,  Vico  attacks  the  theory  of  a  ‘utilitarian’ and artificial 

origin of society (so clearly argued, for instance, by Hobbes), by claiming that 

the presence and the need of exchanging utilities would not be the ‘cause’ of 

society, but more correctly, one of the ‘arguments’ around which human beings 

experiment their capability for creating organisational schemes within a social 

framework25. Vico’s reasoning shows that most of all, an exchange of utilities, 

even in the form of a hypothetical social contract aimed at ‘creating’ a State (as it  

happens in the hobbesian view) relies upon communicational capability and on 

the actual possibility of mutuality: therefore, it presupposes and takes profit by 

sociability, instead of ‘creating’ it artificially26. 

Thanks  to  such  an  argument,  Vico  criticizes  the  individualistic 

anthropological model that had become the dominant vision in his time: such a 

critique goes to the heart of modern nature law’s theories, whose contractualistic 

approach is rooted on the premise of a state of nature in which human beings are 

individualistic  and  self-sufficient,  and,  therefore,  unable  to  remain  in  such  a 

condition without falling into a state of conflict27. From here, the proponents of 

the so-called Nature Law’s school,  argued the need of artificially creating the 

State, without which a social order would be impossible (Hobbes) or constantly 

lacking of defense in case of a violation of natural rights (Locke)28. Attacking the 

premise  of  individualistic  anthropology,  therefore,  hits  one  of  the  pillars  on 

which the whole modern justification of the State (meant also as the ultimate and 

exclusive grant of legal order) has been grounded29. 

24 The modern tradition, most especially after David Hume’s lesson, tends instead to state a fixed 
separation between knowledge and ethics. For a critique of such a separation, and a recognition  
of its progressive fall, see Putnam (2002); Vendemiati (2007). 
25See Vico G. B., Du, chapters XLVI-XLVII. 
26See Vico G. B., Sn44, VIII axiom. 
27           See Damiani (2000). 
28           See Todescan (1999) and (2000); Zanuso (1993). See also, more generally, Cavanna  
(1982); Chevallier (1990);
29         On the relationship between individualism and the modern political-philosophy see 
Gentile (1983); Zanuso (1993); Moro (1996) Cavalla (2011a). 
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3) ‘Finitum quod tendit ad infinitum’: Vico’s anthropology and the concept  

of ‘limit’. 

One of the most interesting images provided by Vico to explain his view 

about  the  origin of  society,  and therefore  to  distinguish his  thought  from the 

mainstream of his contemporaries’, can be found in his  New Science. Such an 

image  is  clearly  designed  around  a  typical  commonplace  of  his  time  -  a 

hypothetical barbaric status of non-sociality (apparently close to the Hobbesian 

state of nature)  in which human beings are lead by their instincts and pulsions, 

with rational skills reduced to a perception and calculation of immediate utilities. 

Nevertheless,  the  narration  shows  the  specificity  of  the  Italian  philosopher’s 

perspective, since it tends to offer an ‘alternative version’ to the topical image of 

a hypothetical ‘state of nature’, which formed, along with the idea of a ‘social 

contract’ –  a common premise to  the  nature law theories in the  17 th  and 18th 

century. 

A sudden event – Vico narrates – broke the  status quo of those human 

beings who were living as ‘big beasts’, fully driven by passion and instincts: a 

lightning strike. Such a terrifying, overwhelming experience let more than ‘fear’ 

emerge  in  those  minds:  through  a  strong  emotion,  through  witnessing  the 

presence  of  something  that  escapes  their  power  and  their  capability  of 

explanation,  those  beings  ‘understood’ (or,  someway,  remembered)  that  they 

were  not  ‘absolute’30.  They  felt  ashamed,  and  that  feeling  of  shame  (pudor) 

provided the opening to a shift to a more conscious attitude: those beings, indeed, 

realised that they were limited, subdued to laws they cannot control, and they 

also understood that their limited being is a shared commonality. 

A  single  event  –  whose  overwhelming  power  violently  showed  the 

weakness and limitedness of the human condition – disclosed to those beings the 

perception both of divinity (a higher, incommensurable presence) and of their 

30 The language adopted by Vico evocates the idea of a myth, whose feature is holding together  
the  memory  of  something  remote  and  the  image  of  contents  which  are  still  able  to  tell  
something to present times. As in the Platonic dialogues, myth – although assuming a cloudy 
language and imprecise references – is the expression of an ancient wisdom, able to disclose to  
the eyes the view of something originary: therefore, it can never fully express and explain its  
own meaning, and rather requires a constant interpretation and actualisation.
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humanity  (a  sheer  dimension  of  weakness,  the  sheer  condition  of  being 

creatures)31. As we can see, the ‘divine’ element introduces us to a dimension that 

is  structurally  beyond  human  capabilities  and  powers,  while  the  ‘human’ is 

characterized  by  the  rational  perception  of  such  limitedness  as  a  common, 

‘natural’ feature32. 

Following Vico’s narration, such a perception was (and can always be) 

able to invite human beings to a theoretical and a behavioural breakthrough: in 

fact, the perception of a higher presence acts as an advice of not claiming to be 

‘absolute’, lacking of any limit; the parallel perception of a common humanity 

reveals  that  to  act  as  though  other  persons  were  objects  –  the  language  of 

violence and abuse of power – is a denial of this commonality.  

Hence,  it  is  not  surprising  that  Vico  connects  this  perception  with  the 

contextual birth of religion (in terms of worship but also in terms of a religious 

sense)  and  marriage,  since  these  ‘institutions’  symbolise  the  ‘formalised’ 

consequence of those perceptions activated by the event-lightning.  The first, in 

fact, witnesses the need of recognising the presence of a ‘divine’ which exceeds 

the capacities and powers of the human condition, while the second is the most 

personal and widespread example of a non-occasional relationship of mutuality, 

in which each member of the couple (formally and publicly) accepts the other 

and offers herself/himself as a gift33. Vico’s view clearly shows, therefore, that 

being  ‘human’  is  characterised  by  a  double  dimension:  the  perception  of 

limitedness and the perception of an inherent reciprocity in being limited. 

Another interesting and quite topical  issue is  the relationship that  Vico 

outlines  between  emotions  and  rationality,  whose  connection  is  strongly 

underlined  by  the  Italian  philosopher,  contrary  to  the  ‘Cartesian’ separation 

between reason and feelings which is one of modernity’s typical trademarks34. In 

the narration of the ‘lightning strike’ and the awake of humanity the first emotion 

31 See Vico G. B., Sn44, II, I, ‘on poetical metaphysics’. 
32 Human beings are limited: but the perception of it shows also the possibility of transcending – 
although imperfectly – such a dimension. Being human means – claims Vico, with Augustine’s 
words – being a ‘finite who tends to infinity’.  Nevertheles, as it has been recently reminded, the 
self-reflective  structure  of  the  anthropological  question  shows  how  limitedness  is  itself  
embodied in the question of ‘what is human’ asked by a human being. Such limit discloses,  
though, important theoretical and ethical consequences. See, on this point, Fuselli (2011). 
33 Vico defined family as ‘prima societas’ (first society): this underlines its historical, ethical and 
logical priority to the state. 
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that human beings feel is  fear. Nevertheless, such a feeling does not lead to a 

‘closure’, but evolves and turns into a peculiar type of shame (which Vico calls 

pudor) which plays a propulsive role both in promoting an ethical and theoretical 

breakthrough  (virtus  ethica,  virtus  dianoetica are  both  the  positive  result  of 

pudor). As Gianfrancesco Zanetti observes, the way in which Vico outlines both 

fear and shame (a sheer fear of the unknown, and a sheer perception of shame for 

behaving as ‘unlimited’) is quite different from the Hobbesian fear of the other 

human beings: those emotions do not produce, in Vico’s argumentations, closure; 

instead  they  produce  self-reflection  and  reciprocity35.  Fear  and  shame  –  as 

reminders of human fragility – produce an opening to the Other and to the others: 

therefore, they are – as Vico states – “the colors of virtue”36. 

Trying to turn this narrative language into philosophical  concepts,  it  is 

possible to notice that  pudor works as a very peculiar type of limit. The role 

played by the latter concept in Vico’s scheme is very interesting, since it is not 

just a barrier that prevents any crossing, nor a mere obstacle to reaching some 

(physical or metaphysical) destination. Limit works also as a ‘motor’, because 

acknowledging  its  presence  leads  to  a  higher  consciousness  of  our  ‘self’37. 

Moreover,  such  recognition  produces  a  partial  transcendence  of  limitedness: 

there is a clear conceptual difference, in fact, between being limited but unable to 

understand it, and understanding that limitedness is a characteristic of the human 

condition38. 

Limit plays also an important ethical role, as I mentioned, since it shows 

that  anytime  someone  behaves  as  unlimited  or  absolute,  which  happens,  for 

instance, anytime someone considers other beings as ‘objects’, subdued to his/her 

will and power, that person is reproducing a very specific but common type of 

ethical violation.  Its structure, according to Vico, resembles that of the original 
34 Recent  studies  by  Martha  Nussbaum,  in  the  field  of  moral  philosophy,  show  how  the 
emotional side is not necessarily opposite or extraneous to rationality. See Nussbaum (2001). 
35 See Zanetti G. F., (2007) and Zanetti G. F., (2002). 
36 Vico G. B., Sn44, III, on moral poetics. 
37 See, on the concept of limit, Illetterati, (1996). 
38 We can now perhaps better understand why Vico’s anthropology is grounded on Augustine’s 
definition of man as a ‘finitum quo tendit ad infinitum’: a finite who tends to infinite (See Vico 
G.B., Du,  Synopsis, p. 1. Vico’s definition, more precisely is “nosse, velle, posse finitum quod  
tendit  ad  infinitum”  (finite  knowledge,  will  and  possibility  which  tends  to  the  infinity).  A 
reflection about the nature of man as ‘synole’ of finite and infinity has been developed by the 
Italian philosopher of law Sergio Cotta. See Cotta (1991). 
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sin: denying the nature of creatures, hiding the common nature of our similar 

beings, and pretending to have a ‘power’ that we cannot legitimately claim to 

have (although we are free to actually use it). Those who do that are adopting the 

language of violence, which reflects, at the same time, violence against humanity 

(denying someone’s reciprocity) and an act of denial of transcendence (embodied 

in the ‘divine’). 

Some  may  object,  at  this  point,  that  there  is  no  evidence  of  a  fallen 

humanity  as  the  one  that  Vico  describes  in  the  ‘pre-lightning’ situation:  the 

evidence, nevertheless – as Umberto Galeazzi explains – is given by all the times 

in which humanity fell into barbarity for forgetting the sense of limit. Therefore, 

the ‘fall into’ and the ‘awakening from’ barbarity are there as historical examples 

and not as a mere hypothesis39. 

4. The Critique of the ‘reductionist’ attitude of modern epistemology. 

Vico’s critique of the modern approach to knowledge targets two different 

aspects:  (1)  a  ‘restriction’ of  knowledge  to  those  forms  of  rationality  which 

belong to (or imitate) the structure of science (so, a type of reasoning which is 

based on a hypothetical-deductive structure and aims at high levels of certainty); 

(2) a rationalistic attitude, which tends to shadow the structural limitedness of 

human knowledge. 

(1) In his dissertation ‘De Nostri Temporis Studiorum Ratione’ (1709) 

Vico  clearly  criticizes  the  privilege  accorded,  in  his  age,  to  the  deductive  – 

science-based – structure of reasoning, and especially to the claim of developing 

systems where conclusions are deduced from axiomatic premises,  from which 

they descend ‘more geometrico’.40 Although he recognizes clear potentials to the 

modern  development  scientific  method,  both  in  the  sector  of  formal  and 

empirical sciences, Vico argues that a reduction of knowledge to this exclusive 

model  ‘compresses’ rationality  into  an  abstract  frame  which  turns  out  to  be 

inadequate to the complexity of reality41. 

39 See again Galeazzi (1993). 
40 See also Verene, (2008), pp. 1107-1130. On the origins of this geometrical-mathematical idea 
of order in the modern Weltanschauung, see Manzin (2008). 
41 See, for a clear overview of Vico’s argumentations, Mootz, (2009), pp. 13-16. 
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Human forms of  knowledge and communication have,  in fact,  a  wider 

range of possibilities, which reflects the complexity and multi-faced articulation 

of  human beings,  which are characterised by emotions,  feelings,  fantasy,  and 

different types of ‘reason’42. Leaving no space to common sense, imagination, 

emotions and that type of reasoning which is neither ‘geometric’ nor ‘irrational’ 

(and  whose  reflection  clearly  appears  in  virtues  like  prudence,  wisdom  and 

equity) would result in a double backdrop: it would reduce the range of sectors 

on  which  it  is  possible  to  form knowledge,  and,  moreover,  it  would  outline 

models of reasoning which are completely inadequate to face the complexity of 

human life43. This would clearly appear – as Vico underlines – most especially in 

those fields which now we would categorise as ‘human sciences’ (such as, i.e., 

law,  philosophy,  political  sciences,  literature,  history),  and  it  would  cause 

dangerous consequences in many fundamental sectors of daily experience (e. g. 

politics and justice). 

The defence that Vico undertook in favour of disciplines like dialectics, 

rhetoric, history and poetry, as well as virtues belonging to humanistic education, 

such  as  prudence,  eloquence  and  wisdom,  targets  a  problem  which  can  be 

characterized as both theoretical and practical: a reason narrowed to a ‘Cartesian’ 

model is both abstract and inadequate to human reality. As Vico puts it, to adopt 

that  view  would  imply,  sooner  or  later,  to  end  “caught  in  the  web  of 

contingency”44. 

(2) As  stated  above,  there  is  a  strong  connection  between  Vico’s 

anthropology and his  theory  of  knowledge.  Also here,  in  fact,  limit  plays  an 

important role: as Vico states in his early work, ‘De Antiquissima’, as well as at 

42 Vico’s observations were written three centuries ago: it is nevertheless surprising that – from 
the field of neuroscience – a critique of the ‘cartesian’ separation of mind and emotions has been 
recently  undertaken.  As  Roberto  Damasio  argues,  in  fact,  practical  rationality  requires  a 
constant and integrated relationship between reason, feelings and emotions. By studying cases 
of brain damages, he also shows that people whose brain has been damaged in the sector in 
which the ‘management’ of emotions takes place, are able to calculate, use logical skills, solve  
mathematical problems even of a certain complexity, though in practical life – most especially 
in relational life – their behaviour appears to be ultimately irrational. See Damasio, (1994) and 
Damasio, (1999). 
43 As Mootz observes, Vico reminds us that “the critical method undermines the cultivation of 
common sense,  which subtends both practical  judgement  and eloquence,  thereby restricting 
knowledge to an arid and abstract intellectualism”(Mootz, 2009, p. 13). 
44 Vico G.B., De Rat., p. 133. 
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the beginning of his dissertation ‘De Ratione,’ “human knowledge is like human 

beings themselves, limited and imperfect”45. Such a reminder to the limited skills 

of human reason must not lead to perceive Vico as an advocate of skepticism, 

since he  clearly  wrote  that  “neither  dogmatists  know everything nor  skeptics 

know nothing”46.

It is not the goal of this writing to outline a summary of Vico’s complex 

theory of knowledge: we can anyhow try to draw – through the words of some 

contemporary  authors  –  a  few  considerations  that  might  help  checking  the 

soundness  of  Vico’s  claim,  according  to  which  “neither  dogmatists  know 

everything nor skeptics know nothing”. Although such operation might appear 

theoretically improper, it is interesting to notice that a critical approach to both 

skepticism and dogmatism can be still validly sustained also today. 

Let us start from skeptiscism: the gist of the skeptical claim is that ‘truth 

does not exist’. With Ronald Dworkin’s words, we can say that such an attitude 

asserts that “at bottom, in the end, philosophically speaking, there is no ‘real’ or 

‘objective’ or  ‘absolute’ or  ‘foundational’ or  (…)  ‘right  answer’ truth  about 

anything, that even our most confident convictions about what happened in the 

past or what the universe is made of or who we are or what is beautiful or who is 

wicked are just our convictions, our conventions, ideologies, badges of power, 

the rules of the language games we chose to play”47. If we read through the lines, 

though,  such a skeptical-relativistic  claim stands on a contradiction: how can 

someone deny the existence of truth by claiming to say something true48? How 

45 Vico G.B., De Ant., p. 197. 
46 Vico G.B., De Ant., p. 191. 
47Such  a  view,  as  Dworkin  n  otices,  “..wearing  names  like  ‘post-modernism’ and  ‘anti-
foundationalism’ and ‘neo-pragmatism’, now dominates fashionable intellectual style. It is all 
but  inescapable  in the unconfident  departments  of American universities:  in faculties  of  art  
history,  English literature,  and anthropology,  and,  for  example,  in the law schools  as well” 
(Dworkin, 1996, p.87). 
48 All opinions are equally substainable.., all except the one which states that all opinions are  
equally substainable, otherwise it would be a mere opinion, too. As Dworkin correctly noticed  
(although reaching conclusions that I don’t share) “these influential theories are ‘Archimedean”,  
since “they purport to stand outside a whole body of belief, and to judge it as a whole from 
premises  or  attitudes  that  owe  nothing  to  it.  Of  course  they  cannot  stand  outside  thought 
altogether, to deny real truth to every thought. For even Archimedeans need some place to stand, 
as their progenitor conceded. They must assume that some of what they think (at an absolute  
minimum  their  beliefs  about  the  good  reasoning)  are  not  just  their  own  or  their  culture’s 
invention, but are true and valid- indeed ‘objectively’ so”(Dworkin,1996, p. 88). The foundation 
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can someone reduce everything to being contingent ‘rules of a language-game’, 

while the sentence itself states a rule that claims to be valid for ‘all’ situations, 

and, therefore, to be universal? Whenever someone says that everything is just a 

matter of opinion, that would be a mere opinion too, whose opposite could be 

equally affirmed at the same time and by the same way49. 

At  the  (apparent)  opposite,  a  dogmatic  attitude  tends  to  see  truth  as 

attainable in a stable way, as if truth were an object which can be ‘possessed’. A 

manifestation of such an idea appears, for instance, when someone claims that 

certain and uncontrovertible conclusions can be deduced from ‘absolute’ or self-

evident premises. Nevertheless, if we seriously assume such a scheme, we will 

need some other criteria which may help us define how, and in which terms, 

certain premises can be taken as absolute or self-evident50. Moreover, the idea of 

understanding truth as an object (an attitude that in contemporary philosophy is 

usually named ‘realism’) entails a logical error: as Hilary Putnam pointed out, 

“Like Relativism, but in a different way, Realism is an impossible attempt to 

view the world from Nowhere. In this situation it is tempting to say, ‘So we make 

the world’, or ‘our language makes up the world’, or ‘our culture makes up the 

world’;  though this is just another form of the same mistake. If we succumb, 

once again we view the world – the only world we know – as a product”51.

These considerations  – taken from the contemporary debate – seem to 

confirm that, in effect, neither skepticism nor dogmatism are sustainable, as Vico 

indeed had affirmed. 

on which those ideas try to stand is contradictory with the content of those ideas themselves. So, 
there comes a parting of the way: either the content that those ideas express is false, because it is 
contradicted by the premise under which that idea can be expressed, or that premises must be 
valid under another lens, ‘true’, or at least ‘foundational’.  This way, nevertheless, the premise  
would deny the content of the whole following set of ideas. 
49 For  a  critical  analysis  of  such  type  of  problems in  the  context  of  the  critique  to  ‘post-
modernism’ see Slob W., 2002, pp. 50-65. 
50 In such a model – as Harold I. Brown states – it is required “that rationally acceptable claims  
be  justified,  and  that  the  justification  proceed  from  rationally  acceptable  principles  in 
accordance with rationally acceptable rules. Each of these demands leads to an infinite regress 
until  we can find some self-evident rules from which to begin, but these have not yet been 
found, and there is no reason to expect that they will be forthcoming” (Brown, 1988, p. 77). For 
a further analysis of this confutation, see Williams, (1996), pp. 60 and ff.
51 Putnam, (1990), pp. 28-29. 
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Still,  the  meaning  of  such  a  double-edged  confutation  might  remain 

obscure: have we come then to a dead end? Are we lost in the middle of two 

contradictions? 

Perhaps, instead,  we have found two signposts  that  show two opposite 

mistakes with a common root: the attempt to treat truth as an non-existing or 

fully attainable object: we cannot deny the existence of the truth, nor can we 

claim to possess it, as if it were an ‘object’ of our rational capabilities. 

This means, in other terms, that – when we think of the ‘truth’ – we must 

not confuse unobjectivability with non-existence52.  If we cannot possess truth, 

nor  deny  its  existence  without  contradicting  ourselves,  this  means  that  truth 

exists,  and  that  it  cannot  be  treated  as  an  object:  therefore,  it  must  be 

continuously searched for and investigated53.

This approach to knowledge leads back to an understanding of limit similar 

to the one which we have already found in Vico’s anthropological views - and 

this  seems  to  confirm  the  soundness  of  our  interpretation  of  the  Author's 

approach  to  human  knowledge:  the  realization  that  human  mind  has  the 

possibility of achieving a limited (in quantity and quality) knowledge does not 

represent a barrier; on the contrary, it shows that knowledge is possible (I know 

that my possibilities are limited, I know I cannot deny the truth nor treat it as an 

object to be possessed) and that it requires a constant and active search. “Wonder 

is the son of ignorance and the mother of all sciences”, says the New Science’s 

XXXIX axiom: ignorance plays a propulsive role by promoting wonder and, with 

it, the desire of knowledge, which is the mother of science. In another part of the 

New Science, Vico reminded also that pudor (shame) is a source of virtus (virtue) 

whenever  it  promotes  the  overwhelming  of  what  made  man  be  ashamed of. 

Virtus, then, has a double dimension:  ethica when it promotes a moral change, 

and dianoetica, when it promotes the search for knowledge. Both these virtues, 

52 I am fully in debt, on this specific point, to the lesson of Italian philosopher of law Francesco  
Cavalla. See., e.g., Cavalla, (1996) and Cavalla, (1990). 
53 At this point the ‘classical’ root of Vico’s philosophy is clearly revealed, since the idea of an 
unending, dialogical search for the truth – done with consciousness of its presence but also of  
the impossibility of achieving it in a stable and objective way – is one of the most important 
legacies of the ‘classic’ vision: it leads back to the immortal lesson of Socrates, and to the way it 
has been inherited and renewed by the Christian tradition (to which Vico frequently appeals).  
About  the connections  between the unending search  of  the  Socratic  tradition in Greek and 
classical philosophy and the developments of the Christian doctrine, see Ratzinger, (2004). 
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moreover,  have  a  relational  projection.  Limit  acts  as  a  warning  against  self-

absolutization (which happens both when someone claims to deny the truth and 

when someone claims to possess it), but does not express a denial of dialogue 

and investigation: it is, instead, the element which shows their necessity.

It is no surprise, then, that the attitude to knowledge – as so characterized – 

supports  a  relational  concept  of  humanity:  if  being  conscious  of  human 

limitedness means entering an unending search for what truth is, what it implies,  

what  it  requires  from each one us,  then one must  also  recognize that  in  this 

search no human being is superfluous, no human being can be silenced nor set 

free from asking and providing reasons. 

5. Critique of the abstract idea of nature law developed in the Nature  

Law’s school and to the state-centered vision of modern theories of politics. 

Natural  law  is  “eternal  but  runs  in  time”54 -  eternal  in  its  idea,  but 

historical in its manifestations55. Such a conception of law has therefore, a double 

dimension: it reveals some lasting and universal(isable) principles, but it is also 

rooted, ‘living’ and contextual(isable), in history56. 

A central argument in Vico’s philosophy is the constant attempt to balance 

– and coordinate within a common conceptual frame – the reasons of history 

(philologia) and philosophy. His study on natural law was therefore focused on 

the  co-implication  between  humanity,  society  and  law.  According  to  the 

philosopher’s theory, law can be seen - through the whole course of history - as 

the token of a social  organisation which is originally embodied in the human 

condition. 

Such an idea clearly reflects Vico’s anthropological conception: if human 

beings are structurally relational – and have always lived in a societal frame – 

and  if  law  represents  the  ‘instrument’  specifically  designed  for  organising, 

fostering and protecting such a relational scheme, it is clear that law is ‘natural’ 

and ‘lasting’ in its co-implication with humanity, but that it is also ‘historical’ and 

‘contextual’, since laws – as practical and historical manifestations – are a human 

54 Vico G. B., Sn25, II, IV. 
55 See also Sn44, IV.
56             See Bellofiore (1954); Ambrosetti (1982); Galeazzi (1993). 
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product and therefore informed by the understanding of those who concretely 

conceive and apply them57. 

Natural law, according to this view, cannot be seen (dogmatically) as a 

self-evident code of detailed rational prescriptions, but neither (skeptically) as a 

mere  reflection  of  contextually  dominating  values  and  interests:  natural  law 

embodies some fundamental principles (to hurt nobody, to give one’s own, to live 

honestly) – which are wide and able enough to orient several specific rules but 

can never be ‘translated’ into fixed and exaustive (historical) norms. There is in 

fact  a  problematic  tension  between  the  ideals  that  law seeks  to  embody and 

pursue (justice, equity, mutuality) and the possibility of concretely adapting these 

ideals to reality. The Vichian idea of natural law recalls the problematic emerging 

of rational and relational structures from historically contextualised institutions 

and practices: therefore, although ‘running in time’, law reveals the presence of 

structures  and ideals  which can never  be fully identified with the  norms and 

institutions emerging from each context58.  

Most especially in his Universal Right but also in the New Science, Vico’s 

efforts were aimed at letting emerge, from laws, habits and historical institutions, 

some ‘reasons’ able to ‘transcend’ the historical context and to show contents 

which are common to human beings because they are deeply rooted in a common 

humanity59. Here’s where Vico’s context-sensitivity does not fall into relativism: 

he strongly defends the presence of values and principles that, although born in a 

specific context – with a ‘bottom-up’ process  – are common to all  humanity, 

beyond differences (but without any need of ignoring differences, as well)60. This 

was, in my opinion, one of Vico’s strongest efforts: trying to let emerge ‘reasons’ 

57             See, for similar considerations on this point, Capograssi (1925); Marzano Parisoli 
(2000). 
58 Such a continuous tension and dynamism also shows that – in Vico’s view – Justice (as well  
as  Truth)  expresses  a  human  aspiration  but  also  (and  more  importantly)  an  opening  to 
Transcendence (meant in religious, Christian terms). Law would be, then, an ‘expedient’ thanks 
to which the Divine Providence let human beings preserve their relational and rational nature,  
and cultivate – along with the aspiration to justice – an opening to the Principle and the End of 
Justice, which is God. Such a thesis is the architrave of Vico’s De Uno Universi Juris Principio  
et Fine Uno. (See, for a recent translation in english, Vico G. B., On the One Principle and One  
End of Universal Law, in “New Vico Studies” vol. 21/2003 (Translated by John D. Schaeffer). 
59 Such an interpretation of Vico’s conception of nature’s law has been masterly outlined by 
Luigi Bellofiore. See Bellofiore, (1954); Bellofiore, (1972). 
60             On Vico and relativism see also Schaeffer (1990).
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from history without abstracting those ideas from the reference to history itself 

and from real life. This is also one of Vico’s most important legacies, since it  

strongly invites us not to give up to the search for commonalities within a world 

of complex diversities.  Morover,  Vico shows that  this  specific goal is  strictly 

connected to the ‘essence’ of law. 

The idea of law that emerges from Vico’s reflection does not express a 

fixed, static image of order, nor the simple manifestation of a struggle for power: 

law endorses a dynamic and relational idea of  order  in which each person is 

personally  and  relationally  involved  (and  held  responsible  for  his/her  own 

personal contribution)61. 

We  can  now understand  why  Vico  criticised  the  ‘abstract’ theories  of 

natural  law  substained  by  the  modern  advocates  of  Natural  law  School  (in 

particular Hobbes, Spinoza, Pufendorf, Selden, and in certain terms also Locke), 

which are all ‘constructed’ around the theorem of a hypothetical state of nature 

which requires – due to its unsustainable or frail condition – an artificial creation 

(thanks to the social contract) of the State. Vico explains that such a hypothesis 

ignores,  first  of  all,  how  history  itself  proves  the  sustainability  of  a  social 

condition, and, therefore, the ‘naturality’ of rules as means of social organization. 

Most of all, such an idea reflects a vision in which law is a ‘product’ of the State  

(and, therefore, an act of authority) and the State is the owner and only grantor of 

social order62. Vico’s perspective is placed at the opposite: the State is one of the 

possible  outcomes  (so,  nor  the  principle,  nor  the  end  of  legal  order!)  of  a 

dynamic and relational order which pre-exists to the State itself, and which does 

not need to be artificially created. 

In Vico’s view, the space of law appears wherever there is the need of ruling 

relations and social organizations: therefore, in  the New Science he shows that, 

between  individual  and  State,  there  are  many  intermediate  ‘communities’ in 

which ethics, practices, habits (and, ultimately, forms of law) are shaped through 

dialogue,  discussion,  sharing  and  organization  of  utilities.  According  to  this 

perspective, Vico also attacks the idea – that in Modernity has become dominant 

61             This can be also verified with specific reference to the conception of legal 
methodology outlined by Vico, in which the dynamic and complex concept of ‘aequitas’ plays a 
vital role. See, for further considerations, ‘T Hart (1982); Damiani (2000); Reggio (2005). 
62 See,  for  a  historical  overview,  Lenman  B.  –  Parker  G.  (eds.),  (1979).  On  the  recent 
disintegration of such attitude towards the State’s role, see Montanari (2005). 
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– that law’s fundamental (or ‘genetic’) element is based on an act of authority: 

from  family  to  wider  social  organizations.   Society  is  organized  through  a 

complex  web of  interacting  and complementary  institutions,  whose  extensive 

range would be contained within the State.  Moreover,  fostering,  granting and 

protecting a safe space for that smaller web of relational structures would be the 

State’s justification and limit. 

It  becomes  clear,  at  this  point,  how  the  reflection  on  the  modern 

anthropological conception ends up affecting the whole construction of modern 

legal  philosophy:  by  attacking  the  individualistic-rationalistic  anthropological 

premise (and the ideas of ‘state of nature’ and ‘social contract’ designed around 

it), Vico sought to undermine the whole construction of the modern theories of 

State,  whose  focus  on  a  tension  between  the  State  and  atomised  individuals 

became  one  of  the  strongest  philosophical  justifications  to  a  static  and 

rationalistic idea of social order,  granted by legal forms, whose producer and 

‘owner’ would be the State63. 

6. Vico and our times: rediscovering a ‘discarded image’.

Many of the themes around which Vico developed both his critique of the 

modern understanding and his personal perspective seem to be still  topical in 

many  sectors  of  the  contemporary  debate.   Therefore,  rediscovering  this 

‘discarded image’ might respond to more than an ‘archeological’ interest: it might 

also help reconnecting with an heritage which still belongs to the patrimony of 

63See,  on  the  problematic  relationship  between  atomised  individuals  and  the  State,  Gentile 
(1983). It is interesting to compare a sentence from Vico’s De Uno with one from Hobbes’ De 
Cive: Vico writes that “without the Divine Providence in the world there would be nothing but  
mistake, bestiality, violence, fierceness, blood and dirtiness; and perhaps, or even doubtless,  
today there would be no humanity left on the wide mass of a horrid and dumb Earth”(Sn25, 476, 
my translation). Hobbes, instead argues that “Out of this state, every man hath such a Right to 
all, as yet he can enjoy nothing; in it, each one securely enjoyes his limited Right; Out of it, any 
man may rightly spoyle, or kill one another; in it, none but one. Out of it we are protected by 
our own forces; in it, by the power of all. Out of it no man is sure of the fruit of his labours; in  
it,  all  men  are.  Lastly,  out  of  it,  there  is  a  Dominion  of  Passions,  war,  fear,  poverty,  
slovinlinesse,  solitude, barbarisme,  ignorance,  cruelty.  In it,  the Dominion of reason,  peace,  
security, riches, decency, society, elegancy, sciences, and benevolence” (Hobbes, De Cive, X, 1). 
The role that Vico attributes to a provident God belongs, in the Hobbesian view, to the State: the 
secularization  of  God  and the  absolutization  of  the  State  –  as  two connected  outcomes  of  
modernity – seem to be here fully theorised. 
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western philosophy (and not only to that, since intellectual patrimonies can and 

should be shared).  

Moreover, such a rediscovery may offer, in line with the issues emerging 

from  the  contemporary  debate,  some  important  and  still  valid  philosophical 

coordinates – as it is typical of a ‘classical’ perspective: classical, in fact, is the 

feature of durable ideas and notions, able to resist distance and time. 

In a moment in which the idea of the ‘State’ itself seems to have fallen in a 

consolidated crisis, and the increasingly higher disappointment towards the idea 

of  ‘legal  order’ tends  to  delegitimate  the  tools  traditionally  used  to  grant  it, 

philosophical coordinates are much needed.  When a whole system of thinking is 

at stake, its conceptual premises are involved as well,  therefore it is on these 

premises that, in my opinion, we should concentrate our attention. 

Some critical issues emerged, for instance, in the contemporary debate on 

criminal justice openly took a distance from the State-centered, formalistic vision 

of law which has widely characterized both the theory and the practice of justice 

in penal matters64.  Among these,  one of  the most  influential  and increasingly 

debated approaches lays in the provoking questions and proposals raised within 

the  Restorative  Justice movement65.  Such  an  approach  calls  for  a  deep  and 

whole-encompassing rethinking of the way ‘justice’ - and law, of course - are 

thought,  understood and practiced,  since  it  claims the  urgent  and challenging 

need of drawing a new 'paradigm' of law and justice66.  This opens, of course, 

deep  and  problematic  questions  on  the  meta-legal  (or,  more  clearly, 

philosophical) premises that can argumentatively sustain such paradigm67.

  The modern model of law and justice was consistent with a certain theory 

of knowledge and with a certain anthropological model: these elements reflected 

a  very  specific  idea  of  ‘order’ around  which  the  whole  idea  of  law  –  and 

moreover  of  legal  system  –  was  designed.  The  failures,  and  the  alienating 

outcomes of the State-centered and formalistic  developments of western legal 

64             For an example of such type of issues see: Ancel (1966); Barnett-Hagel (1977) Cavalla 
(1979); Wiesnet (1980); Wright (1991); Zanuso – Fuselli (2004); Bianchi (2004); Eser (2007). 
65             See, for an overview, Zehr (2005); Wright (1991), Reggio (2011). 
66             Such paradigm requires, as one of his fathers, Howard Zehr remarks, “a well 
articulated theory, combined with a consistent grammar and a ‘physics’ of application” (Zehr 
2005, p. 180). 
67 See, on this point, the 2nd part of my Giustizia Dialogica. See Reggio (2010), pp. 150 and ff. 
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systems in which the importance of persons and communities is peripheral, help 

us feel the ‘nostalgy’ of something we had apparently forgotten or left aside: the 

centrality of persons as individuals and relational subjects68.

This is the level of premises; this is where a ‘paradigm shift’ can find its 

‘argumentative paths’, hopefully solid enough to sustain its theoretical grounds, 

and to invite to further developments. 

This is also where a dialogue with Vico and the humanistic heritage that 

his philosophy preserved could reveal its precious contribution, since the anti-

foundational and pragmatistic attitude of much of our contemporary philosophy 

is itself too feeble and situational for such a purpose69. If the brief and merely 

introductive  attempt  that  this  writing embodied will  succeed in  showing how 

precious a dialogue with Vico’s legal philosophy can be, then the purpose of this 

essay has been achieved. 

Vico, in facts, invites us to connect with a vision of justice which honours 

human beings as relational creatures, able to dialogically search the ‘reasons’ and 

the  ‘tools’ that  help  maintain  such  a  condition  and  renewing  its  historical 

manifestations  according  to  the  needs,  the  issues,  and  the  problems  that 

contextually emerge over time. In this search, the Author of the New Science also 

warns not to forget that history is a constellation of human attempts and mistakes 

– as well as of fallacious dreams of self-salvation – and that in this path the 

chances  of  entering  a  journey  to  decadence  (sometimes  masked  through  the 

dream of progress) are more than just a possibility. 

But, still, they are evitable. 
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